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Chapter 1 : An Accreta Miracle - A Husband's Tale - The Joy of the Home
Joy Mangano (/ m Ã¦ Å‹ Ëˆ É¡ Ã¦ n oÊŠ /; born February 1, ) is an American inventor and entrepreneur known for
inventions such as the self-wringing Miracle Mop. [3] [4] She is the president of Ingenious Designs, LLC, and appears
regularly on the US television shopping channel HSN.

Im nearly there Have you called anyone? I packed my bags very quickly and ran home. On the way I quickly
wrote Im nearly there Have you called anyone? While running home I heard the ominous sign of the
Ambulance siren. When I had got there the ambulance staff were loading her up with a towel around her,
about to drive to the hospital. Christina had also rung her best friend who was on her way over to look after
our other children. My head was a blur. It was comforting talking about something else in the car. When I got
to the hospital I ran out and talked to the ambulance people, asking them for her. They told me to go upstairs
to find out where she was. Doctors directed me to theatre and told me I could only go in quickly to say a few
words to Christina before she went in. After this, time seemed to drag. I was shown to a bed in a ward and
continually asked by worried looking nurses if I wanted a cup of tea. After a couple of hours a nurse came to
see me and tell me the baby is fine, and beautiful, and can be found in the nursery. Marcella Daphne
Providence was born into the world 7 pounds, without sign of club foot, and perfect in every way, entirely
unaware as babies are of the chaos around her. After about 5 hours of waiting I posted this under her name.
She is in hospital now. More news to come soon. I took their advice and went home. Running on junk food
and adrenaline all day I pondered what to tell the children. My oldest Sophie 9 was the one who was most
worried. After trying to keep a smile on my face as if everything was normal, I was able to get 5 out of my six
children to bed. I awoke two hour later to the sound of a male voice at the end of my bed, and someone firmly
grabbing my foot to get my attention. I need you to wake up sir! Not being able to go back to sleep I rang our
friend at 6 in the morning and said that Christina was in trouble and I needed a babysitter as soon as I could.
Once she had organised her own children she was over at our house by 7: I was trying to hold it together and
not cry, so I changed the subject to the TV show she was watching. Distraught, I rang the hospital chaplain,
and He said he would pray over christina. He came, and once Christina was back in intensive care he put oil
on her head and prayed that she would live. Finally being face to face with Christina did not set my heart at
ease. She was looking grey and had tubes protruding from everywhere, including a machine to help her
breathe. I was asked to ring her mother which I did. Once that chaplain had gone, another came to replace his
shift. I spent hours talking to this kindly lady, just offloading and trying to express my anxiety and grief at
what had happened. After this, I waited at the hospital in my little room trying to rest, and watching TV while
staff continued to fuss around me. I was asked at least 10 times a day whether I wanted a cup of tea. And as
much as I loved this little baby, I wanted her mum to be fine too. By that evening, and after many tears in
private places I had an assurance from doctors that they had things under control. It has been a very difficult
day today, but I want to say thank you for everyone who prayed. I got to the hospital at 6 a. She was in a
critical condition. Right now, it looks like they have isolated her bleeding problem and they are feeling much
more confident she will pull through. With your prayers and friendship, she has and will pull the rest of the
way through, and my very disturbed spirit feels much more at peace now. There is still a small chance she will
bleed again so the doctors are still watching her closely, but it is fair to say the battle is almost over. Christina
and I are thankful to have such valuable friends. In the meantime, many things had happened in our family.
After another 2 days doctors moved her out of intensive care and onto the maternity ward! On top of all this I
found out that she had to undergo a forced hysterectomy and has some damage to the bladder where the
placenta had grown through the Uterus. In total she had 5 days on life support. Time passed and after about 4
weeks in hospital Doctors gave her the all clear to come home, which she was overjoyed about, despite the
fact that she was still toting a bladder bag. The day after, however, she had to be rushed to the hospital with
another bleed. The anxiety I felt rose up strongly again within me. She came home the following day and little
of consequence happened after that. Christina, as it turned out, would go through a roller coaster of emotions
and various sicknesses as her body adjusted to the pain of the trauma and all of the blood transfusions. From
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time to time things happen in our lifetimes that test our faith.
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Chapter 2 : Timeline | calendrierdelascience.com
Finding Time For Joy and a Miracle For Max the cat. Note: Update. Sadly, since we posted this wish to find a home for
Max, we learned the dear old boy took a turn for the worse and has left us for his forever home in heaven.

Share on Facebook How the boys trapped in a Thai cave have been freed But the initial euphoria at finding
them dissipated as authorities struggled to devise a safe plan to get them out, with the shelf more than four
kilometres 2. Authorities mulled ideas such as drilling holes into the mountain or waiting months until
monsoon rains ended and they could walk out, with the rescue chief at one point dubbing the efforts to save
them "Mission Impossible". With oxygen levels in their chamber falling to dangerous levels and monsoon
rains threatening to flood the cave up above the ledge where the boys were sheltering, rescuers decided on the
least-worst option of having divers escort them out through the tunnels. Rescue crews ready themselves to go
back into the cave. AAP The escape route was a challenge for even experienced divers. The boys had no
previous diving experience so the rescuers trained them how to use a mask and breathe underwater via an
oxygen tank. One fear had been that they would panic while trying to swim underwater, even with a diver
escorting them. The death of a former Thai Navy SEAL diver who ran out of oxygen in a flooded area of the
cave on Friday underscored the dangers of the escape route. The ups and downs of the rescue bid entranced
Thailand and also fixated a global audience, drawing support from celebrities as varied as US President
Donald Trump, football star Lionel Messi and tech guru Elon Musk. Health concerns Now they are out,
concerns are set to focus on the physical and mental toll of the ordeal. Experts warned that drinking
contaminated water or otherwise being exposed to bird or bat droppings in the cave could lead to dangerous
infections. They also said counselling would be needed to deal with the psychological trauma of spending so
long not knowing whether they were going to survive. But there were some promising initial signs. Read More
Rescued Thai boys could face toughest challenge yet Medical chiefs reported on Tuesday morning that the
eight boys rescued on Sunday and Monday were in relatively good mental and physical conditions.
Nevertheless, the boys would remain in quarantine in hospital until doctors were sure they had not contracted
any infections from inside the cave. Even before the final rescues, tributes began for the courage of the boys
and their ability to survive the ordeal. But doctors treating the boys said they would remain in isolation for at
least seven days. The plight of the boys and their coach has drawn international attention since they became
trapped when they went into the cave after football practice on June Musk said on Twitter: Mini-sub is ready
if needed. Leaving here in case it may be useful in the future.
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Chapter 3 : Joy () - Rotten Tomatoes
The New Miracle Mop The New Miracle Mop Breaking New Ground All Over Again Breaking New Ground All Over
Again. If there is one item that put Joy on the map, it is the legendary Miracle Mop.

Sadly, since we posted this wish to find a home for Max, we learned the dear old boy took a turn for the worse
and has left us for his forever home in heaven. Rest in Peace, Max. Talk about sink or swim. Imagine that deep
rumbly purr voice and there I am, at your service. Contrary to photo ops with fluff balls, I must say, there is
nothing fluffy about me. And by golly, I am. I even got my first piece of mail sent with my name clearly
marked first! The parcel is from our not so secret Santa. Apparently we always do a gift exchange called Santa
Paws with fellow cat bloggers. She cleverly put together just the right items. For Layla, a Moleskin fan, the
new Cat Journal, handy for keeping track of the gazillion cat care list like a vet visit tomorrow. Scroll down to
the end for my Christmas wish. Of course he had to stick his face in the humongous crinkly Santa Hat Sack
and dig out healthy dental treats, catnip and floofy jingly balls. Did he offer me anything? The Santa Sack and
contents were a huge hit and we give our kind thanks for their thoughtfulness. The takeaway for this gift is
about the importance of finding time to enjoy the season and each other in our own way. Odin savors every
moment and ever sense. My only wish is for Max to be home for the holidays, out of a cage for the rest of his
life. There are many cats desperate to be out a cage and into a real home. I would know since I was in a shelter
cage last month. Check out the fab cats at Whew, I think I just wrote my first blog post. How did I do?
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Chapter 4 : 'A miracle': Joy as all 13 are rescued from Thai cave | SBS News
In researching the Joy true story, we learned that Mangano was 34 when she developed the prototype for the Miracle
Mop in , the same year actress Jennifer Lawrence was born. Was the Miracle Mop really a flop when it was first pitched
on QVC?

She needs to go to therapy. What invention did the real Joy Mangano create? The Joy true story reveals that
she possesses more than patents and trademarks for her inventions, which also include the velvet-covered
Huggable Hangers designed to prevent clothes from slipping onto the floor and My Little Steamer a handheld
device for smoothing out wrinkles. Jennifer Lawrence pictured portrays Joy in the David O. How much of Joy
is based on a true story? Russell was up front and told her that the film was "not going to be a biopic.
However, she stated that "the craziest stuff in the story is true. In researching the Joy true story, we learned
that Mangano was 34 when she developed the prototype for the Miracle Mop in , the same year actress
Jennifer Lawrence was born. Yes, but like in the movie, Joy appearing on the network to pitch it herself is
what saved the day. She made her first appearance in and sold a whopping 18, units in less than 30 minutes.
During that time, she added more inventions to the lineup, including Forever Fragrant air freshener products,
Huggable Hangers, and Performance Platforms shoes. No, at least not directly. Not directly, but Mimi is said
to capture her spirit. Did Joy really invent a fluorescent flea collar as a teenager? While working at an animal
hospital as a teenager, Joy designed a reflective collar so that cars could see the animals at night. A year later,
the company Hartz Mountain put a similar product on the market. Today, the multimillionaire mogul lives in a
Long Island mansion named Swan Manor. He also ran a business that rented out airport shuttles and school
buses. The real Mangano graduated with a degree in business administration from Pace University in After
college, however, she did work in the reservations department of an airline, and prior to that, she worked as a
waitress. In exploring the Joy true story, we discovered that at the time she invented the Miracle Mop, the real
Joy Mangano was actually divorced and raising three children not two , Robert, Jacqueline, and Christie
Miranne. Did Joy Mangano really struggle to pay the bills after her divorce? Following her divorce from Tony
Miranne in , Joy Mangano lived with her three children in a two-bedroom ranch house in Smithtown, Long
Island. As she struggled to make ends meet, she worked as a waitress and an airline-reservations manager. It
was around this time that she came up with the idea for the Miracle Mop. As shown in the Joy movie,
Mangano did sell over 18, mops during her first hour-long appearance on QVC, proving that she could
connect with an audience. Actress Jennifer Lawrence as Joy in the movie left. Is Joy Mangano on good terms
with her ex-husband? She says that "he was a great salesman" and that his position helps him to stay in close
touch with their children, two of whom have active roles in the company. Also view the Joy movie trailers.
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Chapter 5 : Jesus, Joy and a Christmas Miracle â€” Charisma Magazine
My wife and I are 33 years old and we are already the proud parents of six children. We are proud to have a big family
and we love the joy our children bring to us; and even though no child of ours has been an 'accident', this time when my
wife told me she was pregnant it was a bit of a shock.

See an error in this article? Send us a correction Your Turn Comment Guidelines Please follow these
guidelines before commenting on our website: Please be considerate and respectful of your fellow posters. If
Jesus and your mother would not approve of your writing, you should revise your comment before submitting.
Use standard writing style and punctuation. Complete sentences and proper grammar will help others
understand you. Do not use profanity, obscenities, abusive language or otherwise objectionable content as
determined by Charisma Media moderators, in their sole discretion. It adds nothing to the discussion and only
causes strife. Do not question why someone comes to this website just because they disagree with you or the
content of the article. Do not post personal information including phone numbers, email or mailing addresses,
or credit card information belonging to you or others. Do not include copyrighted content or other intellectual
property that you do not own or have the explicit rights or lisenses to distribute. Do not post, directly or
through links, viruses, misleading, malicious or off-topic content. Do not use our comments section to
advertise your website s. This includes fequently linking to your site at the end your comments. We reserve
the right to deny commenting privileges of anyone for any period of time for any reason. Please consider the
following statements pertaining to comments posted by you and other visitors to our website: Comments are
not pre-screened before they post. Charisma Media reserves the right to modify or remove any comment that
does not comply with the above guidelines and to deny access of your Disqus account to make additional
comments to the website without any notice. If you have been denied access to comment due to a violation of
these terms please do not create multiple accounts in an attempt to circumvent the system. Charisma Media is
not responsible or liable in any way for comments posted by its users. If you believe a comment is in violation
of the above guidelines, U. Include a link to the comment, along with a statement explaining what you believe
the violation is and any evidence backing your claim. Charisma Media moderators will consider your request
and decide on the most appropriate action.
Chapter 6 : Joy Mangano - Wikipedia
The national daily championing freedom, smaller government and human dignity. The Stream offers a rich and lively
source for breaking news, Christian inspiration and conservative commentary while challenging the worst in the
mainstream media.

Chapter 7 : Joy Break: Watching a Miracle | The Stream
The joy of Christmas is the joy of receiving the gift of Jesus. You can experience it by bringing the joy to another person,
especially when you give a Christmas miracle to little ones who are.

Chapter 8 : Joy Miracle Clean- hazardous? - Page 3 - Blogs & Forums
At Arkansas Children's Northwest, it's not just about health care for little ones, but creating positive experiences for both
kids and families.

Chapter 9 : Mopping Just Became a Joy | calendrierdelascience.com
Joy's mother, played by Virginia Madsen and living in a world of little more than house dresses and soap operas, is a
composite of several women from Mangano's life.
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